
Visit planDisney at plandisneypanel.com

Panelists can also be found sharing their advice on:

Available on YouTube or 
Favorite Podcast Platforms

Don’t know
where to begin
or what to ask?

The official digital resource for helpful tips, heartfelt advice, and 
unique insights from experienced Guests who have mastered the 
art of Disney vacation planning.

The planDisney panelists can help. 

©Disney

Magic Numbers

Searchable questions and answers on the 
site where the Panel provides endless trip 
planning guidance

Experiences that Guests can find counsel 
on using the Panel

Panelists can answer questions in 
English, Spanish, Portuguese and French 
to accomodate multicultural audiences

Allowing Guests to plan their Disney 
vacation on their schedule! Peruse 
archived content or ask your own 
questions, any time of the day

Panelists receive compensation for 
their participation on planDisney.

The number of unique yearly visits to 
the website

How it works The process of using planDisney.com is as easy as 1, 2, 3!

With a searchable archive of 220,000 
questions and answers on planDisney.com, 
there is no topic too big or too specific for 
this group of panelists. The panel is 
comprised of a diversity of lifestages, 
backgrounds and lifestyles. They are 
doctors, lawyers, teachers, entrepreneurs, 
yoga instructors and, most importantly, 
Disney guests. They’re a passionate group 
with years of personal experiences 
planning their own Disney vacations, and 
they are excited and looking forward to 
sharing advice and tips with you!

Fun Facts

Between all the active panelists they 
have spent almost 4,000 days on a Disney 
vacation. That’s:

of experience that they are excited 
to share with you!

Log onto 
planDisney.com

Search for archived content 
that may contain the answer 
you are looking for

Don’t see your answer? 
Ask your own question by
clicking the Ask A Question Link

on “it’s a small world”

More than

Dole Whips eaten 

1 2 3

Then sit back and wait for your response from one of our knowledgeable panelists! 
New questions are posted daily and visitors can explore videos, Panel Extras (ready 
to browse content, lists, etc), trending topics and ‘Most Useful Questions’ to uncover 
invaluable trip planning tips that extend beyond the guidebook.

10 Years

1,300 Rides

Over 900

Beyond the Panel

@plandisneypanel

Social Monthly Podcast And More 

@plandisney

7.9M

Over
220,000

4 Different
Disney Vacation

4 Languages

24x7
Access


